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Bitcoin Musk's BSC is a dual-chain architecture that allows them to create
their digital assets and decentralized apps on a single blockchain.
Users can also utilize the platform to take advantage of the expanding
commerce to move money from one blockchain to another.
BSC has seen a substantial increase in activity and volume since its inception.
Bitcoin Musk offers MuDex and MuStaking to its users to enjoy an
explicit and decentralized exchange. Staking is the technique of locking
funds in a blockchain for a set amount of time in exchange for network
incentives in exchange for contributing to the blockchain's security.
Most DEXes claim to add value to their coin by offering token holders a
piece of the revenue or better liquidity-provider (LP) rewards.

Welcome! This central source of truth containing instructions and documentations for the
Bitcoin Musk Protocol. We also provide other useful resources related to Bitcoin Musk.
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The main goals of Bitcoin Musk are as follows:
•Bring DeFi to mainstream users to address a huge
market;

• Click the “Edit in Power Point” button below the
template preview.

•Offer easy-to-use UIs and processes that empower
everyone to use the Bitcoin Musk services;

• A .pptx file will be downloaded in your computer.

•Provide high, stable, and secure interest rates for
users;

• Open it as a Power Point and start rocking your
presentation.

This whitepaper aims to provide the reader with a basic overview of the blockchain and DeFi technology, followed by a deep dive into various aspects
of the Bitcoin Musk project. The topics covered include technical and architectural aspects, the Bitcoin Musk protocol and platform, token economics,
the business model, the go-to market strategy, the team, the vision, and compliance. requirements. This whitepaper will be updated as our work and the
community evolve throughout the project.
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How Does Bitcoin Musk Work?
BTCMUSK offers a wide range of facilities for its users. It combines all the knacks that a crypto user is
looking for.It provides a seamless and hurdle-free exchange system on BSC.
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MDex allows the user to exchange their tokens with new liquidity rapidly. Not only this, but the
personalized NFT marketplace is straightforward and convenient to buy, sell, and trade NFTs through
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platform also offers to stake in the pools and get higher chances of rewards and passive income. A
BTCMUSK.
Moreover, MLaunchpad and MLending enable the users to attain high capital from the initial stages
of the token sale and gain specific interest rates. Last but not least, in order to provide
entertainment and a fun experience to its users, BTCMUSK is also offering MGames and earning
$BTCMUSK tokens as a reward.

WHY Bitcoin Musk?
Like any other BSC DeFi ecosystem, Bitcoin Musk also necessitates flexible, secure, rapid,
and low-cost performance, opening more chances for new services, a more significant
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number of collaborating partners, and greater economic value expression. The business
environment should be decentralized, open, and dependable.It should also be safe,
internet's possibilities for retail, promotion, activation, engagement, connection, and sales
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automated, and combine sales from physical world relationships and experiences to the
transactions and actions. It is feasible to employ more advanced technologies that can
sense, respond, measure, communicate, locate and inform; while working in a digital
environment, it seems pretty tricky and challenging to work while everything is digital and
virtual. With the perspective of transformation and digital inclusion, Bitcoin Musk considered
that cryptocurrency as a social currency with circularity becomes an attractive possibility for
society subsistence that activates the economy and generates income, especially if the
platform is flexible and allows multiple functions.

Here is a list of what Bitcoin Musk offer to facilitate its users
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MuDex
Exchange
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MuGames Less
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MuLaunchpad
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1. MuDex Exchange
Binance Smart Chain exchange (based on the AMM model) will allow all
crypto users to exchange tokens and add new liquidity quickly.
2. MuStaking
Deposit and stake LP tokens in our MuStaking pools and earn high
passive income. You will receive a reward in $BTCMUSK tokens.
3. MuNFT Marketplace
Our peer-to-peer NFT marketplace will allow users to buy and sell rare
digital items and crypto-collectibles from leading creators and brands.
4. MuLaunchpad
New blockchain-based projects will have the opportunity to raise capital
from early-stage token sales conducted in our Launchpad.
5. MuLending
Gain specific interest rates for lending crypto assets or fiat currency to
borrowers with MuLending. It is an easy way to earn extra $BTCMUSK tokens.
6. MuGames
Our MuGames will allow users to have great entertainment and win
additional $BTCMUSK tokens as a reward for playing.

MuDEX:
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Blockchain can generate digital tokens backed by units of real-world commodities.
In the world of global commodities trading, these digital tokens could be used to assign
ownership of commodities and trade between dealers in different parts of the world. As all
information is recorded on the blockchain, and only private key holders can authorize
transactions, a lot of the repetitions of goods inspections and paperwork can be eliminated.
With blockchain, a transaction can be secured through an atomic swap and paper
documentation can be replaced by blockchain records. This brings the combined efficiencies
of reducing costs and saving time.
Blockchain can also replicate the transparency and security of a centralized exchange, while
still keeping fees low and reducing friction. Peer-to-peer (P2P) marketplaces on blockchain
allow a dealer to sell directly to other dealers or customers in an OTC arrangement. Unlike a
centralized exchange, no brokers or other middlemen are needed in a P2P trade. Therefore,
third-party commissions are greatly reduced, and settlements can be made virtually in realtime.
These marketplaces can also be set up to display the bid and ask prices to all participants,
thereby creating transparency in OTC trades akin to using centralized exchanges. Because
blockchain is a decentralized technology without the stringent requirement of listing, smaller
dealers can benefit from the transparency

MuStaking :

MuStaking allows its users to utilize $BTCMUSK in various DeFi protocols to earn
additional yield on top of their staking rewards.
BITCOIN MUSK
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MuStaking is a liquid staking protocol unlocking the liquidity of staked assets. Stakers
of PoS tokens can now stake their assets while maintaining the liquidity of these
assets. On staking with MuStaking, users earn staking rewards and also receive 1:1
pegged staked representative tokens ($BTCMUSK) which can be used in DeFi to
generate additional yield (yield on top of staking rewards).

How does staking/unstaking work on the MuStaking application?¶
MuStaking allows users to stake a portion or all of their deposited native PoS assets
(such as ATOM), on the network through MuStaking’s staking dashboard. Staking
through MuStaking allows users to earn network staking rewards and in return also
receive BEP20-20 based $BTCMUSK which are 1:1 pegged with the native staked
token. Unstaking is the process of exiting a staking position which reduces the user’s
$BTCMUSK balance by burning the number of $BTCMUSK unstaked and minting an
equivalent amount of pTOKENs (barring a small deviation due to fees). This process
is not instantaneous and users have to wait for the completion of the unbonding
period defined by the native network before they can receive mTOKENs. Find
instructions for the staking / unstaking operations.

MuNFT MARKETPLACE:

BUY AND SELL NFTS
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MuNFT is a decentralized marketplace for buying, selling, and
digital trading goods - like gaming items, art, music, videos,
images, and more which are built on NFT technology and run on
the Binance Smart Chain.
NFTs can eliminate intermediaries and connect content creators
and audiences directly by enabling digital $BTCMUSK sensations
of particular goods mixed with the benefits of smart contracts,
providing blockchain-generated certificates of authenticity for
digital assets. As a result, the concept of NFTs can radically alter
the present crypto and art ecosystem. The Swap button will light
up once your approved transaction has been confirmed on the
Binance Smart Chain. After that, double-check the quantities
you've entered for your swap, then click “Swap" to complete the
transaction.

WHAT IS ASSET TOKENIZATION?
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Tokenization is basically the process involving conversion of physical as well as non-physical assets
into blockchain. The concept of blockchain tokenization has gained considerable popularity in
recent times. Gradually, tokenization is finding blockchain applications in traditional industries such
as real estate, stocks, and artwork. So, why did we need tokenization in the first place?
Many would assume that asset tokenization started with cryptocurrency. On the contrary,
tokenization has been used since the 1970s as a data security apparatus for financial services.
Many conventional enterprises in the world of finance leverage tokenization for safeguarding
sensitive and confidential information such as credit card numbers, personally identifiable
information, and financial statements. Generally, the traditional approach to tokenization involves
replacing the sensitive information of users with a token that is actually a string of non-sensitive
letters and numbers. Let us take an example to understand the conventional asset tokenization
approach. Mobile payments utilize one of the significant examples of tokenization.
Some hospitals utilize tokenization for patient records, while software programs leverage
tokenization for security of login credentials. Furthermore, tokenization has also found applications
in the case of governance, such as voter registration. Asset tokenization in blockchain for
government solutions can help in safeguarding a lot of sensitive information.

Token overview

•Secure & Safe
13

•Liquidity Locked
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•Token Redistribution
•Monthly Burning
•Passive Income
•Fast Transactions with Low

$BTCMUSK tokens can be held in safe,
private keys and virtual wallets. It means
that only the holder has access to the
collected tokens or the NFTs.
Bitcoin Musk is using encryption
technologies on its storage devices to
boost security. Virtual currency trade does
not take place in a single location. It
keeps trading from being disrupted after a
hacking attempt.
The data from transactions are spread
over the network and stored directly by
token holders.

Secure & Safe
A top specialized company has a fully audited Bitcoin Musk smart
contract. Therefore, the community can feel 100% safe.

BITCOIN MUSK
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Liquidity Locked
After Bitcoin Musk listing on the exchange, liquidity will be locked on the
Pancakeswap for an entire year, so investors do not have to worry
about their funds.
Token Redistribution
2% of each transaction will be redistributed as token holders and
marketing rewards.
Monthly Burning
Every month, the Team will proceed with manual token burning, which
will gradually increase the value of the Bitcoin Musk token in the feature.
Passive Income
After staking and lending implementation, holders will have the
opportunity to earn an additional passive reward - paid in Bitcoin Musk
tokens.
Fast Transactions with Low Fees
Since Bitcoin Musk works on a Binance Smart Chain - users can complete
transactions in seconds, paying merger transaction fees.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION - DEFI BUILDING BLOCKS
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DeFi uses a multi-layered architecture. Every layer has a distinct purpose. The
layers build on each other and create an open and highly composable
infrastructure that allows everyone to build on, rehash, or use other parts of the
stack. It is also crucial to understand that these layers are hierarchical: They are
only as secure as the layers below.
If, for example, the blockchain in the settlement layer is compromised, all
subsequent layers would not be secure. Similarly, if we were to use a permission
ledger as the foundation, any decentralization efforts on subsequent layers
would be ineffective.

CONSTANT FUNCTION MARKET MAKER
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A constant function market maker (CFMM) is a smart contract-liquidity pool that holds (at
least) two cryptoassets in reserve and allows anyone to deposit tokens of one type and
thereby to withdraw tokens of the other type.
To determine the exchange rate, smart contract-based liquidity pools use variations of the
constant product model, where the relative price is a function of the smart contract's token
reserve ratio.
The earliest implementation I am aware of was proposed by Hertzog, Benartzi, and Benartzi
(2017). Adams (2018) has simplified the model, and Zhang, Chen, and Park (2018) provide a
formal proof of the concept.
Martinelli and Mushegian (2019) generalized the concept for cases with more than two
tokens and dynamic token weights. Egorov (2019) optimized the idea for stablecoin swaps.

BITCOIN MUSK
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In its simplest form, the constant product model can be expressed as xy = k, where x and y
correspond to the smart contract's token reserves and k is a constant. Considering that this
equation must hold, when someone executes a trade, we get (x + Δx) · (y + Δy) = k. It can then be
easily shown that Δy = (k/(x + Δx)) – y. Consequently, Δy will assume negative values for any Δx >
0. In fact, any exchange corresponds to a move on a convex token reserve curve, which is shown in
Figure 4A. A liquidity pool using this model cannot be depleted, as tokens will get more expensive
with lower reserves. When the token supply of either one of the two tokens approaches zero, its
relative price rises infinitely as a result.
It is important to point out that smart contract-based liquidity pools are not reliant on external
price feeds (so-called oracles). Whenever the market price of an asset shifts, anyone can use the
arbitrage opportunity and trade tokens with the smart contract until the liquidity pool price
converges to the current market price. The implicit bid/ask spread of the constant product model
(plus a small trading fee) may lead to the accumulation of additional funds. Anyone who provides
liquidity to the pool receives pool share tokens that allow them to participate in this accumulation
and to redeem these tokens for their share of a potentially growing liquidity pool. Liquidity
provision results in a growing k and is visualized in Figure 4B.

Roadmap

✓ Website Launch
✓ Whitepaper release

Phase 1
Project Idea and Launch

✓ Private $BTCMUSK sale
➡ Bounty Campaign
➡1,000 $BTCMUSK Holders

➡CoinMarketCap
listing
➡Coingecko listing
➡5,000 $BTCMUSK
Holders
➡First partnerships

✓Roadmap Release
✓Bitcoin Musk Token
($BTCMUSK) contract
creation

2023
Q4

➡First CEX listing
➡Marketing and
Promotion
Campaign
➡Public $BTCMUSK
Sale
➡Pancakeswap
exchange

Phase 4
Next Products Launch and
Marketing

✓Setting up a Team and
development start

2023
Q1

Phase 3
Products Launch and Project
Expansion

✓ Project idea

2022
Q4

Phase 2
Public Sale and Project
Growth

2022
Q2

➡MuDex Exchange
launch
➡MuStaking and
MLending launch
➡Top 20 Exchange
listing
➡20,000 $BTCMUSK
Holders
➡NFT Marketplace
launch
➡ Roadmap v2
Release

DISCLAIMER
Bitcoin Musk prepared this white paper to provide interested parties
information about $BTCMUSKeNFTs and the native token for trading on
the Bitcoin Musk platform (the “$BTCMUSK Token”). This disclaimer should
be read in conjunction with this white paper. Bitcoin Musk reserves the
right to introduce changes to this white paper. If there are any
differences between the versions of this white paper, the latest version of
the white article published on our website https://BitcoinMusk.org/ shall
prevail.All previously published versions are considered invalid.
This white paper is not and should not be regarded as any form of legal,
financial, tax, or other professional advice. You should seek independent
professional advice before making your own decision as to whether or
not to receive any $BTCMUSK Tokens. You are responsible for any
evaluations, assessments, and decisions you make about purchasing the
$BTCMUSK Tokens. The tax characterization of $BTCMUSK Tokens is
unclear. Accordingly, the tax treatment to which they will be subject is
uncertain. All persons who wish to receive $BTCMUSK Tokens should seek
independent tax advice before accepting any $BTCMUSK tokens. Bitcoin
Musk does not $BTCMUSK sent whether any tax consequences may
arise from purchasing or holding $BTCMUSK tokens.

This white paper, together with any accompanying verbal presentation,
does not comprise a prospectus or admission document and does not
constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or
invitation to sell or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe or purchase
any shares or other securities or any other entity by which
projects promoted by $BTCMUSK are to be held and/or developed.

This white paper and any part thereof may not be distributed or
otherwise disseminated in any jurisdiction where offering tokens in the
manner set out this white paper is regulated or prohibited.
In some jurisdictions, and distribution of this white paper and the offer and
sale of $BTCMUSK Tokens or MNFTs may be restricted by law. It is the
responsibility of each recipient of this document to inform themselves
about and to observe any applicable legal requirements.
By viewing this white paper or purchasing $BTCMUSK Tokens, you
$BTCMUSK sent and warrant that you are legally permitted to do so and
assume all responsibilities for complying with applicable laws and
regulations. No $BTCMUSK sensation or warranty, express or implied, is
given by or on behalf of $BTCMUSK as to the accuracy or completeness
of the information or opinions contained in this document. No
responsibility or liability whatsoever is or will be accepted by $BTCMUSK
for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of such
information or otherwise arising in connection in addition to that. By
accepting this document, each recipient agrees that the information
contained in this document may not be used by it for any purpose other
than the recipient’s consideration of $BTCMUSK and its proposed projects
as referred to in this white paper. The acquisition of $BTCMUSK Tokens
does not $BTCMUSK sent any form of share or security and does not
confer any right to any dividend interest or similar financial entitlement.
$BTCMUSK Tokens are intended for people familiar with dealing with cryptocurrency, security tokens, and blockchain-based
software systems. Bitcoin Musk makes no guarantees as to the current or future value of the $BTCMUSK token concerning any
other digital asset or store of value. $BTCMUSK’s performance may be interrupted, suspended, or delayed due to force major
circumstances.
$BTCMUSK token holders are responsible for their security and should ensure that they use an excellent digital wallet or vault to
store their $BTCMUSK tokens. Failure to properly maintain or use an appropriate digital wallet or vault may result in the loss of
$BTCMUSK Tokens. Bitcoin Musk accepts no liability for the actions of hackers or other malicious groups or organizations that
may attempt to interfere with our website or the $BTCMUSK Token in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware
attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, surfing, and spoofing.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Our Twitter
Our Telegram
Our Github
Our Facebook
Our Linkedin

Visit bitcoinmusk.org to get more information.
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